10	PEOPLE AND POETS
Muscovy, are now to be encountered in the far north, sheltered
by the deep forest belt. In such places composition still goes
on. Professor Dawkins has shown me a curious instance in the
Cretan ballad of Daskaloianni, printed roughly in a small popular
pamphlet. The poem is of more than a thousand lines, and begins
with an elaborate invocation:
Dear God, now grant enlightenment, a heart like to a cauldron,
to me as I commemorate the schoolmaster Johannes.
Dear God, wit and ability grant as I make beginning
in ballad-wise to sing a song of that renowned teacher.
Dear God, now grant me memory, within my head put wisdom,
here to compose and utter forth the sad affair at Sphakia.
So he continues, with an all too common tale of Turkish oppres-
sion and wild revenge. The affair occurred in 1770. In 1786
Anagnostis, son of the priest Joseph Skordylis, took it down from
the dictation of the illiterate poet, writing a little each day; he
wrote at Papura, beyond the Giverti, where he was a dealer in milk
and cheese.
And it was I that held the pen, 'twas I that held the paper,
but he dictated me the tale, and word by word I wrote it,
for he dictated me the tale of the schoolmaster Johannes,
and ever tears streamed from his eyes, as he the deed remembered;
till all his speech was broken off, his narrative was ended,
and all his inmost heart was poured in black and bitter groaning.
The poet, so deeply afflicted but (it must be confessed) not skilful
in conveying his grief, was the 'barba' Patzelios. Another poet in
the same pamphlet was George Pateros.1
Such poets were not professionals with a high standard of train-
ing. Any one could compose a ballad who knew how to express
events in the ballad manner. King James the First is among the
reputed authors, Fray Ambrosio Montesinos, a future bishop, and
Gil Vicente, a goldsmith of Lisbon. Many another name is known,
chiefly hacks. The scholars of the bardic schools who forged and
preserved the Ossianic poems and underwent a kind of university
training cannot be deemed to have written 'ballads' within the
same sense of the term, nor can Icelandic 'rimur' or poems in the old
Norse Edda be fairly called ballads. Such work is too specialized.
The vocation for ballad poetry is more intuitive and casual. To
lead a Bulgarian round-dance the precentor must be distinguished
1 KretikaiPmai, Athens, 'Estia, 1888, edited by Emm. BardidS, Cretan.

